We define a new phenomenon for communication over noisy quantum channels. The investigated solution is called polaractivation and based on quantum polar encoding. Polaractivation is a natural consequence of the channel polarization effect in quantum systems and makes possible to open the hidden capacity regions of a noisy quantum channel by using the idea of rate increment. While in case of a classical channel only the rate of classical communication can be increased, in case of a quantum channel the channel polarization and the rate improvement can be exploited to open unreachable capacity regions. We demonstrate the results for the opening of private classical capacity-domain. We prove that the method works for arbitrary quantum channels if a given criteria in the symmetric classical capacity is satisfied. We also derive a necessary lower bound on the rate of classical communication for the polaractivation of private classical capacity-domain.
Introduction
The polar coding technique was developed for classical systems to achieve the symmetric capacity of a classical noisy communication channel. The symmetric capacity is the highest rate at which the channel can be used for communication if the probability of the input letters is equal [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
The channel polarization scheme introduced by Arikan [1] for classical channels is a revolutionary encoding and decoding scheme, which makes possible the construction of codewords to achieve the symmetric capacity. Recently, in the quantum setting, the polar coding scheme was studied by Wilde and Guha [16] , by Renes et al. [17] , by Wilde and Renes [24] , [32] , [43] . As was shown in [17] and [24] an efficient scheme also can be constructed for the quantum communication channels. The superactivation effect [13] , [18] , [36] [37] [38] , [40] [41] makes possible to use zerocapacity channels for communication. It was shown that it works for the quantum capacity [14] [15] , classical and quantum zero-error capacity [11] [12] , [10] . However the superactivation effect has several drawbacks, since it cannot be extended to the private classical capacity, and the effect is theoretically limited by the maps of channels and their initial capacities. In this paper we show that similar results can be obtained by a more general framework which is based on a completely different phenomenon. It requires only a special channel coding scheme and can be extended to the private classical capacity. Furthermore, it eliminates all of the main drawbacks of the superactivation effect. The proposed method does not depend on the maps of the channels and there is no need to combine different channels in a joint construction to achieve the positive capacity.
We show that the quantum polar coding can be used for the polaractivation of hidden capacity regions of a noisy quantum channel [26] [27] [28] , [42] . Polaractivation opens those capacitydomains of a noisy quantum channel, which were initially not accessible due to noise of the channel. It is trivially not possible for a classical communication channel N, because classical channels can transmit only classical information. As follows for a classical channel only the rate of classical communication can be increased and no further capacity-domains can be reached. For a quantum channel, several other possibilities exist: it could transmit classical, private classical or quantum information, with completely different transmission characteristics and behavior. A quantum channel  which can transmit classical information has an accessible classical capacity-domain. However this channel could also have other hidden capacity-domains (for transmission of private classical or quantum information) which still remain inaccessible. By the proposed polaractivation effect these hidden capacity-domains of a noisy quantum channel can be opened.
Our channel coding scheme can be used to transmit private classical information over channels that are so noisy that they cannot transmit any classical information privately. We present that the proposed polaractivation requires only the use of quantum polar encoding scheme and any quantum channel for which a given condition (see Section 2.5) in the rate of classical communication is satisfied can be used for private communication. By the proposed encoding scheme we open the private classical capacity region, which effect has its roots in the channel polarization effect and the rate of maximal achievable classical communication. The efficiency of the proposed polaractivation effect is ( ) log n n  , assuming n uses of the channel. 
The action of the quantum channel  on an operator k l , where { } k is an orthonormal basis, also can be given in operator form using the Kraus operator 
The Classical Capacity
The classical capacity ( ) C  of a quantum channel  describes the maximum amount of classical information that can be transmitted through the channel. The Holevo-SchumacherWestmoreland (HSW) theorem [33] [34] defines this quantity for product state input (i.e. entanglement is not allowed in the input) as ( ) p r ensembles of input quantum states [22] , [23] .
( ) c  is called the Holevo capacity of the channel  . Hastings showed that the entangled inputs can increase the amount of received classical information [13] , which resulted that
where n Ä  denotes the n uses of the quantum channel  .
The Private Classical Capacity
The private classical capacity ( ) P  of quantum channel  describes the maximum rate at which the channel is able to send classical information through the channel between Alice (A)
and Bob (B) in secure way i.e. without any information leaked about the plain text message to an malicious eavesdropper Eve (E) [31] , [29] [30] .
The block diagram of a generic private quantum communication system is depicted in Fig. 1 .
The first output of the channel belongs to Bob and denoted by ( ) B A r r =  while the second "receiver" is the environment (i.e., the eavesdropper) E, with state
In Fig. 1 , we also depict the encoding scheme. The phase carries the data and the amplitude is the key for the encryption i.e., Alice first encodes the phase (data) and then the amplitude (key). Bob applies it in the reverse order using his successive and coherent decoder, as was shown by Renes and 
The optimization has to be taken over all possible source distributions and encoding schemes
. The asymptotic private capacity can be defined as [31] ( ) 
The private capacity can be rewritten using the Holevo quantity as follows [31] , [35] :
where
and 
which takes the l-length input M, and from this message it constructs an n-length classical message before feeding transformation X and Z.
The Symmetric Classical and Private Classical Capacity
In our scheme, the recursive channel construction is the key ingredient to achieving the polarization effect, which splits the channels into two easily separable sets-one that contains zero-capacity channels, and one that contains nearly ideal channels. The fraction of the good channels converges the symmetric classical capacity. The symmetric classical capacity of the quantum channel is defined for uniform input distribution. An important property of the symmetric capacity, that there is no maximization in the mutual information function [16] , [17] since the distribution of the input states is assumed to be uniform. Assuming the uniformly distributed A classical input system with { } 0,1 a Î , the channel output system B (consist of the channel output quantum states 0 1 , s s ) with respect to A is defined by [16] 0 1
For a quantum channel  with input system A and output system B, the symmetric classical capacity is equal to the symmetric quantum mutual information ( )
(Note: the ( ) :
I A B symmetric quantum mutual information is additive for a quantum channel.)
The result in (14) further can be evaluated as [6] ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
For the symmetric private classical capacity [24] , [32] the same condition holds, i.e., there is no maximization needed because the inputs are uniformly distributed and the channels between Alice and Bob, and Alice and Eve are symmetric:
:
: :
where ( ) : I A E is the symmetric quantum mutual information function between Alice and Eve.
A Required Condition on Polaractivation
The scheme can be applied for any quantum channel  with symmetric classical capacity ( ) 
From Propositions 1 and 2 follows, that the proposed quantum polar coding scheme can be used for private communication over any channel  for which the following condition holds:
i.e., if the ( ) ( )
 critical lower bound on the symmetric classical capacity is exceeded the channel will have positive private capacity
. This condition is satisfied for all error-probabilities of the given quantum channel  for which the symmetric private capacity is positive for 
from which the desired transition
follows. 
Remark 1. The improvement in the classical
from which we get 
and ( ) ( )
Based on Definition 1, the maximized rates 
Example for a Polaractivable Channel
Next we demonstrate these statements with an exact quantum channel model. Our example is the erasure quantum channel p  , which erases the input state r with probability p or transmits the state with probability ( )
where r is the output state and e is the erasure state. The classical capacity of the erasure quantum channel p  can be expressed as
where d is the dimension of the input system r . As follows from (29) , the classical capacity of 
by the thick green line. 
According to (21) , the distance D is restricted to the following range:
Degradable and Non-degradable Quantum Channel
The 
The Polar Encoding Scheme
Polar codes belong to the group of error-correcting codes. Polar coding was developed by Arikan for classical DMCs (Discrete Memoryless Channels) [1] . The polar codes introduce no redundancy only operate on codewords of n of length, and can be used to achieve the symmetric capacity of classical DMCs. The basic idea behind the construction of polar codes is channel selection, called polarization: assuming n identical DMCs we can create two sets of the logical channels by means of an encoder. "Good" channels are nearly noiseless while "bad" channels have nearly zero capacity. Furthermore, for large enough n, the fraction of good logical channels approaches the symmetric capacity of the original DMC. The polarization effect is represented by means of generator
and /2 k I is the 2 2 k ḱ identity matrix and k R is the k ḱ permutation operator, which permutes the input bits. Now we present how matrix G is related to the polarization effect. For an input
For the transmission of an n-length encoded codeword A, and k-level recursion with matrix k G , using n-times the classical channel N, the error-probability of the transmission of an n-length
The same results can be applied to a quantum channel  , with classical input message M and quantum output s , and the XOR operation in (34) can implemented by a simple controlled-NOT (CNOT) gate. Assuming an n-length input codeword, the required number of CNOT gates is 1 2 2 log n n.
In Fig. 3 (a) we show the first-level classical-quantum channel construction, where the input of the zero-level quantum channel 1  is the classical message i u , while the output of 1  is the density matrix i s . The distinction of 'bad' channel  , and in Fig. 3 (b) the first-level, 2  , 'good' channel  are also depicted [16] . The difference between the two channels is the knowledge of input 1 u on Bob's side. For the 'bad' channel  the input 1 u is unknown. In Fig. 3 
Using the polarized channel structure, for any 0.5 b <
, and assuming n channel uses:
where F is the fidelity of the i-th synthesized channel i  , and k is the level of the encoder and decoder. The following important result can be derived from (36) for the mutual information of these channels for uniform inputs 1 u and 2 u , namely [16] :
i.e., 
In (42), parameter b is defined as
, and i g is the i th row vector of matrix n G As was shown by Arikan [1] , Korada, Sasoglu, and Urbanke [6] , , the following relation holds for a given set of codewords:
. 
The Fidelity Parameter and Likelihood Ratio
In the description of the polarization effect of a classical channel N , the Bhattacharya parameter ( ) B N was used to describe the noise of the transmission [1] . For a quantum channel  it is analogous to the fidelity F of the transmission [16] , [17] , which can be defined for mixed channel output states s and r as follows Next we list the major properties of fidelity:
If Alice chooses an l-length message M with uniform probability distribution, then the probability that Bob's decoder will not fail
Assuming that Alice's l-length message M is selected uniformly from a set of size K and transmitted by means of an n-length codeword, then the reliability of the transmission can be expressed by the average error probability ( )
, as follows:
Using a k-level structure, for a given set of channels indices ( )
, then it can transmit perfectly the input, thus
while if the synthesized logical channel belongs to the "bad" set, ( )
The two different values of ( ) i F  indicate that for large enough uses n of the quantum channel structure  , the channel structure n Ä  will be polarized. For the channels from set ( )
while the capacity of the channels will be nearly 1. For the channels from set
e., the capacity of these channels will be nearly equal to 0. In the polar encoding, for the ( )
, b   channels, Alice freezes the inputs, and valuable information will be transmitted only over the ( )
The freezing can be made by choosing a determined input to ( )
, for which the value is also known for Bob on the decoding side [1] , [16] . The convergence of the fidelity parameters of the ( )
and the steps of the iteration process was proven by Arikan and Telatar in [4] and by Arikan [1] , [2] . In the description of the convergence of the iteration, another important parameter was also introduced, namely the L likelihood ratio, which is used for the description of Bob's decoding strategy. The L likelihood parameter measures whether the original input on Alice side was 0 or 1.
From this value, Bob can decide with high probability, whether Alice sent 0 or 1. The likelihood parameter-based iteration is optimal and can be achieved in ( ) log n n  time. For the quantum channel  with a given n-length output density matrix s , the likelihood ratio [1] of the channel is defined as
The likelihood parameter is computed for each of the n bits of the received codeword s . The ( ) , L y  can be defined in a different way for the sets ( )
, since for the "bad" channels (see Fig. 3(b) ), it can be expressed as
For the set ( )
, we have to distinguish the case input 1 0 u = and 1 1 u = , since for the "good" channels, 1 u is also known at Bob's side (see Fig. 3(b) ). For ( )
while for 1 
Depending on the value of L, Bob will decide as follows. If 0 L > , then he will decide for 0, since in this case 0 is more likely than 1. If 0 L < , Bob will decide for 1.
The Polaractivation Encoding and Decoding Scheme
Method. The polaractivation of private classical capacity of arbitrary quantum channels (for which the requirements of Section 2.5 are satisfied) requires only the proposed polar encoding scheme and the multiple uses of the same quantum channel.
The quantum channel  has some positive symmetric capacity 0 sym C > , while it cannot transmit private information, since 
Encoding of Private Classical Information
The proposed polar coding scheme assumes the use of noisy quantum channels with amplitude and phase coding, similar to the scheme of Renes et al. [17] . The parties can use either the amplitude or the phase to encode classical information; however, the transmission of private classical information requires both amplitude and phase coding simultaneously. If Alice wants to send Bob classical (i.e., not private) information, then she can encode her information either into the amplitude or phase using the Z and X bases. It is possible for quantum channels, since for these channels the polarization occurs in both amplitude and phase [17] . If she wants to send her classical information privately, then she has to encode her information both in the amplitude (in the Z basis) and in the phase (in the X basis). As shown by Christandl and Winter [20] , if Alice can send both amplitude and phase, then she can also send entanglement to Bob.
In Fig. 4 , we depict our encoding scheme. The phase carries the data, while the amplitude is the key for the encryption i.e., in our scheme Alice first encodes the phase (data) and then the amplitude (key). In the decoding, Bob uses his successive and coherent decoder [17, 19] According to our encoding scheme, the symmetric private classical capacity sym P of  is de- 
where ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Alice and Eve [6] , [13] , [21] . To construct the input polar codeword sets, we use the notation of
, where 0.5 b < [3] , [6] , [13] , [21] , channels for the transmission of phase and amplitude.
Detailed Description
In this section we show that the proposed polar encoding scheme can be applied for the polaractivation of the private classical capacity of arbitrary channels (for which the conditions of Section 2.5 are satisfied).
Let us assume that Alice has the d-dimensional classically correlated input system
A A r = F F [17] , [19] [20] [21] . In the encoding process, she encodes it with her encoding operator U  , and then sends through  to Bob. Alice has n states, and she encodes the phase and the
Alice's encoder  realizes an U  encoding transformation by using the X and Z operators for the encoding of the data and key information, which encoding process can be described as follows:
where G is the generator matrix
In the basis of the data, n A j Ä can be expressed as:
while in the basis of the key, the state n A j Ä is:
The encoded system n A j Ä will be sent through the noisy quantum channel  , which will is the error probability of the transmission (i.e., the probability of a bit-flip of phase-flip error). In the decoding process, Bob with his † U U =   decoder transformation first decodes the key in basis Z and then the data in basis X of n BE s Ä , which will result in system output state [17] , [24] : 
Theorems and Proofs
In this section we present the theorems and the proofs regarding the proposed coding scheme. Proof. First we construct the input codewords and show that while initially the set of polar codewords which can transmit private classical information is empty in the initial phase, by the proposed polar encoder this set can be transformed into a non-empty set.
The codeword set  for classical (non-private) communication between Alice and Bob is defined as follows:
where n =  . The in S set of polar codewords that can transmit private information is defined as follows [17] , [24] , [32] :
where in S l = . All of the other input codewords cannot be used for private classical communication and defined by the set bad S as follows ( 
From set bad S , we define the completely useless codewords as [17] , [24] , [32] ( ) ( ) , ,
while the 'partly good' (i.e., can be used for non-private classical communication) input codewords will be denoted by [17] , [24] , [32] ( ) ( ) 
The input codewords from 1  and 2  cannot be used to transmit classical information privately, since these codewords do not satisfy our requirements on the encoding of private information (only set in S is allowed in the proposed scheme). For a degradable channel with ( ) Before the polaractivation is realized, the quantum channel  could not transmit any private classical information, i.e.:
and 0 in S = . 
Proposition 3. (On the rate of classical communication).
From (77) 
where low  is the critical lower bound on the number of channel indexes in the polarized structure (in other words the length on these codewords) that transmit classical information, from which the transition in the codeword set
can be realized. These conditions in terms of the polar codeword sets are summarized in Fig. 6 . In terms of these codeword sets, Corollary 2 and 3 can be revised as follows. As it clearly follows from (69) and (70), 
Revision of Corollary 2. The lower bound on
From this result, for the set Using in S , it follows that the following private capacity can be achieved between Alice and Bob, assuming n channel uses:
and, this result is guaranteed by those codewords for which the following conditions are satisfied [1] . 
and, as a corollary, (81) and (82) are trivially satisfied, which concludes the proof on the achievability of codeword in s from the set in S . The sets 1  and 2  are disjoint [1] , [7] , [16] , [24] , thus
and since Alice and Bob agreed to use only the set 1  for the transmission of the frozen bits (and only set ( )
and ( )
and
are satisfied, i.e., the empty set of private input codewords is transformed into a non-empty set
which proves that if there exists a non-empty set in S , then the polaractivation of private classical capacity of these channels can be achieved, which concludes the proof of Theorem 1. 
The result obtained in (95) can be rewritten as follows:
From the polar encoding scheme, it follows that
and for the fidelity parameters of 1  :
If (97) and (98) are satisfied, then 1 Ç ¹ AE   . Using the sets as defined in (70) and (73), it follows that [17] , [24] , [32] ( )
amp phase
After some steps of reordering, we get that 
This result also means that the constructed codeword sets in S , 1  , 2  , and  are disjoint sets with relation
. Since Eve's channel is degraded [17] , [24] , [32] ,
which concludes our proof on ( ) sym P  for a degradable quantum channel:
As follows, the maximal rate of private classical communication is:
In other words, if Eve  is a degraded channel, then achievable codewords are
from which the proof of (91) is concluded. These results conclude that for the non-empty sets in S the private classical capacity will be positive which concludes the proof on the polaractivation. 
where for polar codeword
is the upper bound on set ( )
and F is the fidelity of the i-th logical channel i  . Similar to the degraded case, the following set of polar codewords can be used for private classical communication:
however, the decoding requires pre-shared entanglement between the frozen bits, i.e., 0 >  .
As follows, if Eve's channel Eve  is a non-degraded channel, then
These results show that positive private classical capacity can be achieved by the proposed polaractivation encoding scheme, over non-degradable quantum channels [17] , [24] , [32] . Next, we prove that the polaractivation of sym P can be achieved by using input codewords in S and assuming n channel uses of the same non-degradable quantum channel  . It follows that ( ) ( )
and using that
From this result, it also follows that ( )
where 0 e  and 0
Eve p  along with n  ¥ , results in ( ) 
To conclude the proof, finally we get
From (117) and (118), it follows that (109) and (110) hold, which concludes the first part of the proof. Next, we show that
From the basic properties of the polaractivation encoding scheme, for the fidelity parameters [1] ( ) 2 ,
For in S , the inequality
also follows. From (121), we can write for the symmetric private capacity that ( )
Furthermore, if n  ¥ and 0   , then
From (123)
is also satisfied. Assuming that the error probability of Eve's channel Eve  is Eve p , the following lower bound can be given [7] for the ( )
n Eve
where c is a positive constant. From this result, for ( ) : I M B the following lower bound holds [7] , [17] , [24] , [32] :
and ( 
From the codewords set construction scheme [17] , [24] , [32] follows that 
which leads us to symmetric private classical capacity: 
From the proposed encoding scheme follows, that for the positive sym P symmetric capacity there exits the codeword set in S ¹ AE , and the theorem is proven for any non-degradable quantum channels for which the conditions of Section 2.5 are satisfied.
Brief Conclusion
From Theorems 2 and 3, the polaractivation of the symmetric private classical capacity of arbitrary degradable and non-degradable quantum channels (for which the conditions of Section 2.5 are satisfied) is proven.
As summarized in Fig. 8 , the polaractivation will result in the non-empty set in S ¹ AE , and the channel will be able to transmit classical information privately. 
Numerical Evidences
In this section we illustrate the theorems with numerical examples on the polaractivation. The results will be demonstrated for qubit Pauli channels with error probability 
Polaractivation of Private Classical Capacity for Arbitrary Channels by the Constructed Codewords
In this section we demonstrate the theoretical results and the proposed theorems by a numerical
evidence. Here, we analyze the properties of our quantum polar-encoding scheme using a numeri- 
where z p and x p are the amplitude and phase error probabilities occurring independently on the noisy quantum channel  . Proof. In Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 10(b) the relation of the fidelity parameter In Fig. 10(a) , the connection between the number n of channel uses and sym C , the achievable symmetric classical capacity is depicted. For the relatively low number of channel uses capacity cannot be achieved.
In Fig. 10(b) . the achievable private capacity is shown for 
■
The exact value of the critical lower bound low C can be determined from the fidelity parameters x F and z F of the channel indexes, as we will discuss next.
Exact Lower Bound on the Symmetric Classical Capacity
Our result on the connection of the polaractivation of the symmetric private classical capacity and the lower bound on the amount of the required symmetric classical capacity are summarized in Theorem 5. Proof: Assuming the quantum channel  , which can transmit amplitude and phase, the symmetric classical capacity can be expressed as follows [16] , [17] :
1 1
In Fig. 11(a) , the z F and x F of the amplitude and phase transmission are shown. The input channel is a quantum channel with independent amplitude and phase noise. In that region, the channel can be used to transmit private classical information. In Fig. 11(b In our case, individually, the channels are so noisy such that 1
using the recursive channel construction scheme of the polar encoding scheme, the sum of the fidelity parameters starts to converge to zero (i.e., 1
x z F F + < will hold), which makes possible to use these noisy channels for the transmissions of private information and . 0 sym P > can be achieved. Alice, using her amplitude and phase coding (see Fig. 11(a) ), can transmit her private information to Bob, since for 1
x z F F + < the relation 1 0
x z F F --³ will always be true, which also determines low C , the lower bound on . sym C .
In Fig. 12(a) , the achievable symmetric classical capacity are shown. In the initial phase, the quantum channels are so noisy that they cannot transmit private information, (i.e.,
. 0 sym P = ); however, they have some symmetric classical capacity, as shown in the red area. After the recursion steps of the channel iteration process (for details see [1] , [2] , [16] , [17] ) and the channel polarization effect are realized, and the fidelity parameters , 
Error Probabilities
In this section we illustrate how the error-probability of the transmission, and hence the amount of polaractivated private classical capacity depends on the number of channel uses. In Fig. 13(a) , the evolution the fidelities z F and x F of the amplitude and phase transmissions are shown, assuming a noisy quantum channel In Fig. 13(b) , the maximally achievable symmetric classical capacity as the function of the upper bound on the upper bound on the error probability will be significantly lower.
Figure 13 (a).
The evolution of the fidelity parameters of the amplitude and phase transmissions of the channel. The achievable symmetric classical and symmetric private capacities are depicted by the green and red dashed lines. Due to the channel polarization, for a given set of channels, the fidelity parameter will be zero or one, and the ratio between the two sets is equal to the channel capacity. The polaractivation of symmetric private classical capacity requires the symmetric classical capacity to be above the critical lower bound. (b). The achievable classical capacity as the function of the upper bound on the block error probability, for various number n of channel uses. The private capacity will be positive if 
Conclusions
In this paper, we introduced the term polaractivation for the opening of hidden private classical capacity region of quantum channels. The result is similar to the superactivation effect, however it is based on a fundamentally different theoretical background. Polaractivation is limited neither by any preliminary conditions on the maps of other channels involved in the joint channel structure and it also can be extended to the private classical capacity. Besides these advantages, it is limited by the rate of symmetric classical communication of the channel and the critical lower bound on it. We have also investigated that the critical lower bound in the rate of classical communication for the polaractivation can be exceeded by the quantum polar coding technique.
In future work we will extend the proposed scheme for quantum channels which have no any strict requirements on the symmetric classical capacity and independent from the critical lower bound. We will also prove that the extended version of polaractivation can be used to transmit information over channels that have no hidden capacity-domains -the zero-capacity channels.
